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Objectives:

Our workgroup wants to

• Build a network of registry stakeholders (data owners, ETL, project managers...) of existing or emerging OMOP-ed registry datasets to

• Support on-going or new initiatives in transforming registry data to the OMOP CDM.

• We want to enable this support through accessible documentation on GitHub, result dissemination on conferences, CC or in journals and dedicated workgroup discussions.
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Key results:

• Overview: Differences between EHR data vs. Registry ("curated") data
• Overview: challenges in mapping registry ("curated") data to the OMOP CDM
  • Generate list of challenges
  • Prioritise items
  • One challenge per 1-2 workgroup meetings
• Documentation of challenge, discussed solutions, recommendations (e.g. for changes in the vocabulary) or conventions for transformations
  • GitHub page
  • Manuscript for journal and/or OHDSI conference